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A strong negative non-linear relationship exists between stomatal density (SD) and size

(SS) or length (SL), which is of high importance in gas exchange and plant evolution.

However, the cause of this relationship has not been clarified. In geometry, SD has

an intrinsic relationship with SS−1 or SL−2, which is defined as a geometric constraint

here. We compiled global data to clarify the influence of this geometric constraint on the

SD-SS relationship. The log-log scaling slope of the relationship between SD and SS and

between SD and SL was not significantly different from−1 and−2, respectively. Although

the non-geometric effect drove the SD-SS curve away from the power function with −1,

a larger influence of the geometric constraint on SD was found. Therefore, the higher

geometric constraint possibly causes the SD-SS relationship to be inevitably non-linear

and negative. Compared to pteridophyta and gymnosperms, the geometric constraint

was lower for angiosperm species, possibly due to most of them having smaller stomata.

The relaxation of the geometric constraint seems to extend the upper range of SD in

angiosperm species and hence enable them to exploit a wide range of environments.

Keywords: geometric constraint, plant evolution, stomatal density, stomatal length, stomatal index

INTRODUCTION

Since over 400 million years ago when stomata first appeared in land plants (Edwards et al., 1998;
Raven, 2002), a strong negative non-linear relationship has existed between stomatal size (SS) and
density (SD), regardless of the dumbbell-shaped stomata in monocot plants and the kidney-shaped
form in dicot plants (Edwards et al., 1998; Hetherington andWoodward, 2003; Franks and Beerling,
2009b). As stomatal length (SL) represents SS (Willmer and Fricker, 1996), SL is also inversely
related to SD (Hetherington and Woodward, 2003). This negative SS-SD relationship influences
not only the anatomical maximum stomatal conductance (gamax) but also plant evolution and
adaptation (Raven, 2002; Franks and Beerling, 2009a; Qu et al., 2017). For example, plants with
small SL and high SD tend to have higher gamax (Franks et al., 2009; Drake et al., 2013). In parallel,
compared with pteridophyta and gymnosperms, angiosperms tend to have smaller stomata with
higher density (de Boer et al., 2016), therefore, they could rise during the Cretaceous period, when
atmospheric CO2 fell (Franks and Beerling, 2009b; de Boer et al., 2012). However, to date, what
causes this negative SD-SS relationship remains unclear.
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One explanation is from the biological point of view.
The SD–SS relationship seems to be altered by genetic
factors (Hetherington and Woodward, 2003), and the pathways
controlling SD and SS appear to be linked (Doheny-Adams
et al., 2012). For example, SD and SS are closely related to the
degree of ploidy (Beck et al., 2003), or genome size (Beaulieu
et al., 2008; Lomax et al., 2009). Altering the EPF family (a
family of the epidermal patterning factors) expression levels
to increase or decrease SD causes an opposite effect in SS
(Doheny-Adams et al., 2012). Tubby-like proteins, such as
SlTLFP8, also regulate the changes in SD and SS (Li et al.,
2020). CO2 (Royer, 2001), temperature (Zhang et al., 2010),
soil moisture (Xu and Zhou, 2008), or other environmental
factors (Yan et al., 2017) also influence the SD–SS relationship
(Hetherington and Woodward, 2003). However, environmental
changes seem mainly to move the values of SD or SS along the
SD-SS curve (Hetherington and Woodward, 2003; Yan et al.,
2017). Another explanation involves an optimal allocation of leaf
epidermal area to stomata (de Boer et al., 2016). The reverse
relationship between SD and SS is necessary to solve the trade-
off between sustaining space allocation on the leaf surface to
stomata and increasing gamax (Franks et al., 2009; de Boer et al.,
2016). However, for a long time, a geometric constraint has
been neglected.

According to Sack and Buckley (2016), SD is a function of
SS, epidermal size (ES), stomatal number (m), and epidermal
number (n).

SD =
1

SS+ ES× (n / m)
(1)

Stomatal index (SI) equals 100 m/(m + n); thus, n/m can be
expressed as:

n

m
=

100

SI
− 1 (2)

At the same time, we define a new index, a, as ES/SS, while 106 is
the transformation of SD (mm2) and SL2 (µm2). Therefore, the
function can be expressed as:

SD =
106

SS+ ( 100SI − 1)× ES
=

106

( 100SI − 1)× a
× SS−1 (3)

Then, SD is determined by three parameters: SS, SI, and a.
Moreover, SD has an intrinsic and definitive relationship with
SS−1, and the intrinsic influence of SS on SD is proportional
to SS−1. This intrinsic relationship is the same as the deduced
functions in geometry if epidermal cells and stomata are viewed
as equal squares (Box 1). Specifically, if SS is enlarged five times
(e.g., from 100 to 500 µm2), SD is reduced by five times (e.g.,
from 900 to 180 mm−2) even if other parameters, such as SI,
are constant. In other words, with an increase in SS, density
is diluted. For SL, SD has an intrinsic relationship with SL−2

(Box 1).
We define the intrinsic influence of SS or SL on SD, being

proportional to SS−1 or SL−2, as a geometric constraint. The

effects of SI and a on SD are defined as a non-geometric
effect (SDnge, Figure 1). When just SS is considered, the SD-
SS relationship is close to an intrinsic relationship — a power
function where the exponent is−1. However, the non-geometric
effect also influences the value of SD and causes the SD-SS
relationship to diverge from the intrinsic relationship. Therefore,
the SD-SS relationship is determined by the relative contribution
of geometric constraint and the non-geometric effect on SD.
As the negative SD-SS relationship is generally observed, we
hypothesized that the negative SD-SS relationship may result
from a high ratio of the geometric constraint to the non-
geometric effect (Rgc/nge). Here, we compiled global data to (1)
compare the log-log scale SD-SS relationship with −1 and SD-
SL relationship with −2 using slope comparison; (2) compare
the geometric constraint with the non-geometric effect across
species with variation partitioning and a partial differential
equation; (3) compare the influence of the geometric constraint
on pteridophyta, gymnosperms, and angiosperms.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Data Collection
A recent study of de Boer et al. (2016) had already collected
a considerable amount of data on stomatal traits including
1,057 species in a wide range of environments from 50 studies.
Therefore, based on this study, we additionally collected values of
SL, SI, and ES in the data, and obtained the dataset for the present
study (Supplementary Table 1).

Slope Comparison
A standardized major axis was used to compare the slope of
SD and SL with −2 and the slope of SD and SS with −1
after data were log10-transformed using the R package smart-3
(Warton et al., 2012). To ascertain the influence of phylogeny,
a phylogenetic tree of the taxa in the dataset was constructed
with the R package V.PhyloMaker (Jin and Qian, 2019) firstly. As
the phylogenetic tree was similar to that of de Boer et al. (2016),
the result is not shown. Then, the phylogenetically independent
contrasts of the traits of SS and SD were calculated using the
methods of de Boer et al. (2016). All statistical analyses were done
in R (R Team, 2013).

Comparison of the Geometric Constraint
With Non-geometric Effect
Effect of a
The ratio of ES and SS is defined as an index, a. After analysis, it
appears that a is constant, at 2.78 (Figure 2A).

According to Sack and Buckley (2016), we can use SD, SS, and
a to calculate SI:

SI =
100

1
a × ( 106

SD×SS − 1)+ 1
(4)

When using 2.78 replacing a, the predicated SI was much higher
than the observed SI (Figure 2B). Thus, to obtain an SI prediction
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BOX 1 | Deduced functions in geometry.

Initially, we hypothesized that the shape of stomata and epidermis cells are equal squares. Finally, we modified the parameters to actual conditions (Figure B1).

Geometrically, square density (D) has an intrinsic relationship with (square length)−2 (L−2) at a given square number (M). The equation is as follows:

D =
M

M × L2
= L−2 (B1)

For the square area (A), the relationship is as follows:

D =
M

M × A
= A−1 (B2)

However, stomata and epidermal cells are not equal (Figure B1). Thus, the relationship between SD and SS could be revised to:

SD =
m

A+ Ae
=

m

m× SS+ n× ES
=

1

SS+ ES× (n/m)
(B3)

where, As and Ae are the areas allocated to stomata and epidermal cells, respectively; SS and ES are the size of a single stoma and epidermal cell, respectively; and

m and n are the number of stomata and epidermis cells, respectively. This equation is similar to Equation (1) in Sack and Buckley (2016). According to de Boer et al.

(2016):

SS =
π

2
× SL× SW (B4)

where, SW is stomatal width. According to de Boer et al. (2016), the ratio of the width to length of the stomata is equal to 0.36. Then:

SD =
1.77× 106

1+ ( 100
SI

− 1)× a
× SL−2 (B5)

Figure B1| Analytical framework from square to actual stomata and formula transformation from Equation (B1) to Equation (B5).

close to observed SI values, a was modified to 1.06 (Figure 2C).
Thus, Equation (3) is replaced with:

SD =
106

106
SI − 0.06

× SS−1 (5)

Therefore, the non-geometric effect is mainly due to SI.

Variation Partitioning and Partial Differential Equation

Two methods were used to compare the geometric constraint
with the non-geometric effect: variation partitioning and a partial
differential equation.

First, in the variation partitioning method, we used SL instead
of SS, as we collected more original values for SL than for
SS (Supplementary Table 1). Besides, as the intrinsic influence
of SL on SD is proportional to SL−2, we used SL−2 directly.
Before detecting the extent of the geometric constraint and non-
geometric effect, the observed data of SD, SL−2, and SI were
log10-transformed. The principle was as follows: R2o, R

2
gc, and

R2nge represented the coefficient of determination of the linear

regression between SD and both SL−2 and SI, between SD and
SL−2, and between SD and SI, respectively. The overlapping
effect (R2ov) between the geometric constraint and the non-
geometric effect was as follows: R2gc + R2nge – R2o; (R

2
gc – R2ov)

and (R2nge – R2ov) represented the pure geometric constraint
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and non-geometric effect, respectively. The adjusted R2 value
was used.

Second, a partial differential equation was used, as their
relationship is definite. Based on Yang et al. (2019), changes in
SD can be expressed as:

1SD ≈
∂SD

∂SS
× 1SS+

∂SD

∂SI
× 1SI (6)

FIGURE 1 | Diagram of geometric constraint and non-geometric effect on the

relationship between stomatal density (SD) and stomatal size (SS). Dark red

squares and dark blue squares represent stomata and epidermal cells,

respectively. The geometric constraint is the change in density caused by

changes in square size; the non-geometric effect is the changes in density

mainly caused by the ratio of the number of stomata to epidermal cells

(stomatal index). When just the geometric constraint is considered, the

observed SD-SS relationship (black line) was close to a power function with

the exponent equal to −1 (SD–SS−1, dark red dotted line), whereas the

non-geometric effect diverged from the intrinsic line.

Then:

∂SD

∂SS
= −

1

SS2 × 10−6 × ( 106SI − 0.06)
(7)

∂SD

∂SI
=

106

10−6 × SS× SI2 × ( 106SI − 0.06)
2

(8)

As the partial differential equation of SD and SS is negative,
the ratio of the geometric constraint to the non-geometric effect
(Rgc/nge) is expressed as:

Rgc/nge = |
∂SD

∂SS
|/

∂SD

∂SI
(9)

Differences Among Species Groups
Blomberg et al.’s K (Blomberg et al., 2003) of Rgc/nge were
calculated to ascertain the influence of phylogeny on Rgc/nge.
To compare differences in SS and Rgc/nge among pteridophyta,
gymnosperms and angiosperms, and among magnoliids, dicots,
and monocots belonging to angiosperms, one-way ANOVAs
were used with a post-hoc test. All statistical analyses were done
in R (R Team, 2013).

RESULTS

There was a strong negative relationship between SD and SS and
between SD and SL (Figures 3A,B). According to the analysis
of slope comparison, the log-log scaling slope of SD and SL
across species was not significantly different from −2 [(−2.11,
−1.92), p = 0.749; Figure 3A]. For SS and SD, the slope was
not significantly different from −1 [(−1.03, −0.93), p = 0.259;
Figure 3B]. When taking phylogeny into account, the slope

FIGURE 2 | Relationship between epidermal size and stomatal size (A), and between observed stomatal index (SI) and predicted SI when a was 2.78 (B) and 1.06

(C), respectively.
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FIGURE 3 | Slope comparison of the relationship between stomatal density

(SD) and stomatal length (SL) (A) and between SD and stomatal size (SS) (B).

(A) the log-log scaling slope of SD and SL. Dark blue arrows represent the

divergence between the observed slope and the intrinsic slope, −2. (B) the

log-log scaling slope of SD and SS. The intrinsic slope was −1.

between SS and SD was also not significantly different from
−1 (p = 0.439). However, observed SD values were lower for
small stomata and SD values were higher for large stomata
(Figures 3A,B).

SI had a positive relationship with SD (Figure 4A). However,
the higher geometric constraint was observed using variation
partitioning and partial differential equation. Based on the
variation partitioning results with the observed SI, the effect of SI
on SDwas 0.19, whereas the geometric constraint was 0.32, which
was 1.68 times larger than the non-geometric effect (SI effect)
(Figures 4A–C). When using the partial differential equation
with predicted SI, the average Rgc/nge was 2.95, with Rgc/nge
being just 28.41% lower than 1 (Figure 4D). Rgc/nge appears to
be independent of phylogeny (Blomberg et al.’s K = 0.017, p =

0.844). Rgc/nge was highly related to SS, with this value being low
when SS was small (Figure 4E), and SI was positively correlated
with SS (Figure 4F).

SS and Rgc/nge varied significantly among species groups (SS:
F = 87.61, p < 0.001, Figure 5A; Rgc/nge: F = 70.73, p <

0.001, Figure 5C). SS values and the geometric constraint were
higher for pteridophyta and gymnosperm species, and lower
SS values and the geometric constraint were for angiosperms

(Figures 5A,C). Among angiosperms, the geometric constraint
was low in monocotyledon species, but their SS was not
significantly lower than that of other angiosperm species
(Figures 5B,D).

DISCUSSION

Stomatal distribution and morphology are essential for plant
physiology, evolution, and global change ecology (Hetherington
and Woodward, 2003). The mechanism regulating stomatal
development is one of longstanding interest to stomatal studies
(Casson and Hetherington, 2010). Here, we explored the reason
for the negative correlation between SD and SS from a geometric
point of view. Intrinsically, the influence of SS on SD is
proportional to SS−1 (Figure 1). Our results indicate that a
greater contribution of geometric constraint to SD (Figure 4)
causes the SD-SS relationship to be non-linear and negative. In
other words, the dilution effect of SS on SD dominates the SD-
SS relationship. Most cells are already initiated when leaves are
at 10–50% of their final area (Brouwer, 1963; Gay and Hurd,
1975; Ticha, 1982). Hence, most stages of leaf development,
during when stomata have initiated and the number of stomata
remains constant but SS changes with leaf area enlarging,
are controlled by geometric processes following the intrinsic
geometric principles (Box 1). This, therefore, provides the
biological base of the geometric constraint. This is also in
line with the result that lower SD is associated with greater
leaf size (Conesa et al., 2020). However, remarkably, a big
leaf does not necessarily result in large stomata, since leaf
size is a function of cell number and size (Gonzalez et al.,
2012).

The non-geometric effect, SI, also had a positive effect on
SD, which may drive the SD-SS relationship away from the
power function with −1 (Figures 3, 4A). Lower observed SD
values for small stomata and higher observed SD values for
large stomata (Figure 3) may suggest that the influence of
SI is smaller for small stomata than for large stomata. The
positive relationship between SS and SI also suggests that the
non-geometric effect is big for large stomata. It seems that
plants with large stomata tend to develop more stomata to
compromise the dilution influence on SD. However, due to
the “one-cell spacing rule” (Hara et al., 2007; Casson and
Hetherington, 2010) — the proper function of guard cells
requires a sufficient interval and proper distribution pattern of
stomata (Croxdale, 2000) to prevent stomatal clustering (Dow
et al., 2014; Lehmann and Or, 2015), the relative contribution
of non-geometric effect on SD are limited (Figure 4). Therefore,
Rgc/nge values are low for small stomata and high for large
stomata (Figure 4E).

Our results might be different from the previous result. The
negative SD-SS relationship might be influenced by genetic and
environmental factors (Hetherington and Woodward, 2003).
However, due to the geometric constraint, changes in SS with
genetic (Lomax et al., 2009) and environmental factors (Franks
and Beerling, 2009b) would easily induce opposite variations in
SD (Yan et al., 2017). Hence, we need to be more careful in
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FIGURE 4 | Comparison of the effect of the geometric constraint and non-geometric effect on stomatal density (SD) according to variation partitioning (A–C) and a

partial differential equation (D–F). (A,B): relationships between SD and stomatal index (SI) (A) and between SD and (stomatal length)−2 (SL−2) (B); lgSD = 1.76 +

0.797 lgSI, R2 = 0.29, p < 0.001, N = 77; lgSD = 3.90 + 0.581 lgSL−2, R2 = 0.42, p < 0.001, N = 77. (C) Comparison of the geometric constraint and

non-geometric effect calculated by variation partitioning using the relationship between SD and SI (A) and SD and SL−2 (B). (D) Relative frequency of the ratio of the

geometric constraint to non-geometric effect (Rgc/nge) based on the partial differential equation. (E) Relationship between lg(Rgc/nge) and SS. (F) Relationship between

SI and SS.

drawing the conclusion that the genetic pathways of SD and SS
are linked (Doheny-Adams et al., 2012) and thus more work to
verify it. Furthermore, one evolution of morphological stomatal
traits is to solve the trade-off between reducing the fraction
of the epidermis allocated by stomata and to increasing gamax

(Franks et al., 2009; de Boer et al., 2016). When we consider
the geometric constraint and integrate Equation (3) to the space
allocation on the leaf surface to stomata (SS × SD), the space
allocation on the leaf surface to stomata may be determined by
the non-geometric effect, mainly SI. Thus, smaller SI is expected
to decrease the space allocation on the leaf surface to stomata.
However, reduced SI would induce smaller SD, which would
decrease gamax. To compensate for this dilemma and increase
SD, the geometric constraint would be required to decrease,
which may be coincided with a decrease in SS. In other words,

the trade-off between reducing the fraction of the epidermis
allocated to stomata and enhancing gamax might involve low SI
and small SS rather than the negative relationship between SD
and SS.

Rgc/nge values also clearly differed among pteridophyta,
gymnosperms, and angiosperms. The geometric constraint was
high in pteridophyta and gymnosperm species, but low in
angiosperm species, especially in monocotyledons. The close
relationship between SS and Rgc/nge suggests that lower Rgc/nge
values in angiosperm species might partly because they tend
to own small SS (Franks and Beerling, 2009b), as SS values in
pteridophyta clades are large (Edwards et al., 1998). However,
this does not explain the low Rgc/nge in monocots, as SS values
in monocots were not smaller than other angiosperm species.
Despite being regulated by the “one-cell spacing rule,” Zheng et al.
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FIGURE 5 | Ratio of the geometric constraint to non-geometric effect

[lg(Rgc/nge)] and values of stomatal size (SS) and lg(Rgc/nge) for different species

groups. (A,B): SS among pteridophyta, gymnosperm, and angiosperm

species (A) and among magnoliids, dicots, and monocots (B); boxes represent

25, 50, and 75% of the ranges; bars represent 1.50 times the standard

deviation; two stars and circles indicate the minimum, maximum, and mean

value, respectively. Different letters indicate that the variation was significant at

p < 0.05. (C,D): lg(Rgc/nge) values among pteridophyta, gymnosperm and

angiosperm species (C) and among magnoliids, dicots, and monocots (D).

(2013) reported that the regular arrangement holds more stomata
per area. It seems that a linear distribution in monocots causes
low Rgc/nge.

Molecular signaling pathways regulating stomatal
development and patterning are similar among mosses,
pteridophytes, gymnosperms, and angiosperms (Chater et al.,
2017). Although we did not calculate the Rgc/nge in hornworts
and mosses (no stomata in liverworts), it is reported that their
stomata are as large as pteridophyta clades (Edwards et al.,
1998; Renzaglia et al., 2017). Thus, Rgc/nge might be large for
bryophyte species. Therefore, it seems that plants evolve to
reduce Rgc/nge from mosses to angiosperms. This implies that
the constraints of geometry might be an important pressure
on stomatal evolution, and plants tend to reduce the limitation
of the geometric constraint. For example, most angiosperm
species might evolve to have small SS, and monocots might
evolve a linear stomatal distribution and special morphology
that is more efficient for opening and closing (Kellogg, 2001;

Hetherington and Woodward, 2003; Franks and Farquhar,
2007). Low Rgc/nge may extend the upper range of SD as well

as gamax (de Boer et al., 2016), which helps them to adapt to a
wide range of environments, including low atmospheric CO2

(Royer, 2001; Franks and Beerling, 2009b), low water conditions
(Xu and Zhou, 2008), and other less favorable conditions
(Casson and Hetherington, 2010; Drake et al., 2013; Yan et al.,
2017).

In this study, we provide a new geometric point of
view to investigate the reason for the negative non-linear
relationship between SD and SS or between SD and SL.
Our results confirm that the higher contribution of the
geometric constraint on SD compared with the non-geometric
effect mainly causes the SD-SS relationship to inevitably
non-linear and negative. The geometric constraint is low
for angiosperm species, especially for monocot plants. The
relaxation of geometric constraints in angiosperms, especially
monocots, allows them to extend the upper range of SD
and gamax, and hence enables them to exploit a wider range
of environments.
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